Taxation and the EU
Introduction
Creating a joined-up tax system across the EU is central to the operation of an effective single market. It is needed to
make a level playing-field for businesses and to encourage EU citizens to move between member states. Yet most
members in the European Council have resisted giving up their control of one of the most important powers of a
sovereign government, fearing tax harmonisation. As a result, efforts to co-ordinate taxes have been slow and
controversial.

History
The EU first became involved in members’ tax policy in 1967, when it was decided that all member states should adopt
a system of Value Added Tax (VAT) as part of the programme to create a single market. The 1985 Cockfield Report
encouraged further steps to cover all indirect taxation. In 1991, a unified excise duty was adopted and in 1992 a
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to compete with each other to have lower tax rates, but it is not binding. Some member states resent efforts by
growing European economies such as Ireland, Spain and the Baltic States to attract businesses to their countries by
cutting taxes. Yet these states argue that they need lower taxes in order to bring their economies in line with the
European average.
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with tax harmonisation. There were fears that the Lisbon Treaty (2007) would enable tax harmonisation across the EU;
misgivings about EU-wide taxation were a significant factor in Ireland’s rejection of the Lisbon Treaty at a referendum
in 2008. Negotiations to encourage Irish voters to accept the Treaty at a second referendum in 2009 included a
promise not to move towards tax harmonisation. However, in August 2010 the Commission proposed the creation of
an EU-wide tax, perhaps levied on air travel or financial transactions, to fund the EU budget. In April 2011 the
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they register online, or they can vote by post.
Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no
clear winner, there is a hung Parliament. In this case, a minority or coalition government
can be formed. A minority government does not have an overall majority in Parliament. A
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

Taxation and the EU
Facts and figures
 EU member states currently have different corporate tax rates: Belgium charges 34%, Germany charges 30%
(with some local variation), and Ireland charges 12.5%.
 Member states have very different VAT rates, even though they are within EU-wide limits. In Luxembourg VAT
is 15%, in Hungary it is 27%.
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 A co-ordinated tax system stops member states competing to have lower tax rates and thus makes the
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 Money and people should be allowed to move between member states without being taxed twice.
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The type of liberal democracy we have is a constitutional monarchy, where the powers of
the monarch are limited by the terms and conditions put down in the constitution.

Against

 Different member states have different economic priorities: some may want low taxes to encourage enterprise
while others want higher taxes to pay for welfare or healthcare.
 Countries must retain control over their own tax systems because the power to levy taxes is central to national
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First-Past-The-Post
Members of Parliament in the House of Commons are elected using the first-past-thepost electoral system. Each of the 650 voting constituencies in the UK are represented by
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Direct Taxation: a tax made on the wealth or income of private individuals or businesses.
they are in power). Eligible voters, about 46m in the UK, receive their polling card once
they register online, or they can vote by post.
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Links

 http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/index_en.htm
Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no

clear winner, there is a hung Parliament. In this case, a minority or coalition government
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

